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How to Navigate the  

2021 Fruit Tree Program Catalog: 
Our new PDF Catalog has a lot of information and a lot of links – and even so, there is SO MUCH more 

information we could have added. However, it is on the verge of busting at the seams and the 

Education Program is starting so we needed to stop and just share it as it is now. To help, here is how 

to use the links while viewing the Catalog. 

This Catalog has TWO types of links: 
Internal Links which keep you in the document are found in the Table of Contents as well as a link in 

the footer of “Back to TOC”. These allow you to jump to a section and back to the Table of Contents.  

External Links take you to other sites so using the back arrow button will bring you back to the top 

of the Catalog document, not back to where you were in the Catalog.  

The best way to navigate external links without losing your place on the catalog is to 

 RIGHT CLICK on these buttons / links and “Open in a New Tab”. 

• Links to our Store website are the blue buttons by the tree descriptions, as well as several 

links in the General Store section on pages 44 and 45. Our store website is not linked back to 

the Catalog, so clicking on the “Continue Shopping” button will not return you to the Catalog.  

Links to our Urban Farm Store look like this: 

  

  

  

• Links to our Supplies Calculator are found in a few places. This is a spreadsheet document 

that can be edited with the number of trees and bushes you are planting so that you can 

calculate how much of a particular supply item you will need to buy. They look like this: 
   

     “(Click HERE for a helpful Supplies Calculator)” and                      

NOTE: This rudimentary calculator document is shared by everyone at the same time. It is best 

to enter your data in the gold boxes, take note of the calculations on paper or screenshot, and 

then clear the data for the next person. 

• Links to our Educational classes and events found on the last two pages take you to sign-up 

pages. Since there is so much to learn we have several options and recommend taking classes 

multiple times.  These links look like this: 

 

 

• Helpful Tips appear as gold or orange boxes and do not link to anything. They look like this:  

 

https://store.urbanfarm.org/search.asp?keyword=nagami+kumquat

